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Chapter 1 : Needful Things by Stephen King
A mysterious new shop opens in a small town which always seems to stock the deepest desires of each shopper, with a
price far heavier than expected.

Needful Things is the 30th book published by Stephen King; it was his 25th novel, and the 20th novel written
under his own name. The book was published by Viking in October of One person after another buys the
treasures he has in stock, paying surprisingly low prices and performing small "favors" pranks at his request.
Little by little, the pranks worsen existing grudges between the townspeople until they start turning against
each other or themselves, nearly bringing about the violent destruction of the entire town. At the scene, he
leaves a note warning Wilma that it is her last warning. Wilma presumes the note to belong to Nettie Cobb due
to their rivalry. Wilma warns Nettie over the phone that she will get revenge. Later, Brian is told that he must
perform one more prank to finish paying for the card. Another note is left at this crime. At the same time,
Wilma has seen the damage to her house and left with a large knife of her own. The two meet at a street corner
and brutally murder each other. The gruesome scene is quickly discovered by police. His first job is to bring a
large shipment of guns to Needful Things. Nettie Cobb, before her murder, buys a piece of carnival glass. The
violation slips are stamped with the name of town deputy Norris Ridgewick. Danforth "Buster" Keeton,
gambling addict and Town Selectman, buys a game that allegedly predicts horse race winners. After seeing the
violation slips papering his house, he confronts Ridgewick. Danforth, being a paranoid and mentally unstable
man, begins to believe a shadowy cabal authority - "Them" - is persecuting him at every turn. He joins Ace
Merrill as an assistant of Gaunt. Polly Chalmers , lover of Sheriff Alan Pangborn , buys a "magic" charm from
Needful Things in a desperate attempt to cure her severely painful arthritis. Ace believes his dead uncle "Pop"
buried his riches. Unknown to Polly, the letter is a forged writing supposedly by Pangborn, mocking Ace and
telling him that Pangborn got the treasure first. Ace becomes furious and plans to murder Sheriff Pangborn.
She purchases a pair of sunglasses said to have belonged to her celebrity crush Elvis Presley. Her friend Myra
Evans , also a Presley fan, buys a photo of the man. When each holds their respective item, they enter an
illusionary world in which they enjoy progressively kinkier sexual pleasures with "The King". Eventually,
Cora discovers Myra in this "other world" and goes to her house to kill her. Myra, however, is prepared for
her, and shoots her fatally. Hugh heads to the tavern - The Mellow Tiger - to murder Henry. At the same time,
Henry finds his own car ruined and a note framing Hugh. When they meet at The Mellow Tiger, Hugh is
killed instantly by a shotgun blast to the chest, while Henry has a lung punctured by an automatic pistol Hugh
purchased from Gaunt and dies slowly. He is rescued later to die in the emergency room. A man named Lester
Pratt has his skull broken open when he attacks John LaPointe at the police station. Before this, a letter and
photos were planted to lead Sally to think Lester was cheating on her. She cuts off all contact with Lester
without explanation and later hangs herself over the guilt of his death. The two meet on the steps of the town
hall and prepare to kill each other. Danforth eventually murders his wife. The Baptists and Catholics of the
town - already in a religious rivalry - are turned against each other by "favors" performed for Gaunt and a
massive, murderous battle breaks out in the middle of town. Finally, Gaunt begins to sell his poison-bullet
automatic pistols which will be used by Hugh, Cora, and Myra, among others. They are caught by Norris
Ridgewick who shoots Danforth - and is shot himself - and escapes. Ace, seeing Danforth suffering from the
fatal gunshot, shoots him three times in the head as a mercy killing. Sean Rusk is taken, in a state of shock, to
the hospital in another town. Alan Pangborn, head sheriff of town, has grown increasingly suspicious of the
chaos in town and visits Sean in the hospital. It is explained that Gaunt has, for centuries, been wandering
through different countries and selling people useless junk. These objects appear to the buyer to be whatever
they want most, and once acquired, have the power to strongly affect their moods. By threatening to either
take away the item, destroy it, or remove its power, Gaunt is able to blackmail, coerce, and intimidate his
customers into doing whatever he wants. In the end "he always sells weapons", which everyone eagerly buys
so they can defend their property. Sheriff Pangborn immediately heads back to Castle Rock and enters Needful
Things to find it empty, but he finds a videotape on the counter with a note from Gaunt telling him it will
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reveal how his wife and son died years earlier. The tape shows Ace Merrill running their car off the road into
the tree that kills them. Alan leaves the shop to kill Ace Merill. She sees Alan and brings him to his senses
only to be taken hostage by Ace Merrill, who threatens to kill her unless Alan gives him the treasure he stole.
Norris Ridgewick, who had been prepared to commit suicide before realizing he still had his duty as a police
officer, arrives a distance away and prepares to shoot Ace, until he sees Polly blocking his shot. At this time,
Gaunt is preparing to leave. While Ace is distracted by the confrontation, Polly escapes his grasp. Norris, now
having a clear shot, kills Ace with a bullet straight to the head. Gaunt becomes annoyed, agitated, then furious,
and attacks Alan. The bouquet emits a blinding white light which appears to harm Gaunt, causing his human
facade to melt away and reveal his true form as a slightly reptilian, dwarf-like humanoid. His car, parked
nearby, transforms into a carriage pulled by a single deathly-white horse with glowing red eyes. The words on
the side of the carriage read "Caveat Emptor" "Buyer Beware". Leland Gaunt leaves town in the carriage,
which flies, and the town is destroyed by mass riots, murder, and numerous explosions of dynamite. Those
who have survived the entire harrowing ordeal find themselves facing an uncertain future in what is left of
Castle Rock. The novel ends as it began, in the first-person welcome to the reader as a new person in town.
The beginning and end of the book are almost word for word with the only real difference being the setting
and the name of the store. In the beginning of the book, the reader was welcomed to Castle Rock, noting the
new sign for Needful Things. In the end, the narrator welcomes the reader to Junction City, Iowa , noting the
new sign for the store "Answered Prayers" - suggesting that Leland Gaunt has set up shop someplace else to
begin his business cycle all over again. Characters in the Book Main characters Leland Gaunt: Castle Rock is
his latest target. His eyes also change color, depending on who is looking at them, as a way to entice his
customers Sheriff Alan Pangborn: Gaunt was wary of Pangborn from the start, knowing he would not be
nearly as easy to fool as the others and that Gaunt would need a lot of help before he would be able to face
Pangborn head-on. Pangborn once had a wife and son, but they both died in a mysterious, unsolved car
accident. She had left to escape the iron heel of her devout parents after getting pregnant, planning to give up
the baby and start a new life in the city, but she kept the child out of love. When she returns to Castle Rock
without him, gossip surrounds her but she refuses to explain herself and her life remains a mystery. He bought
one of these rods from Gaunt, thus entangling himself in the web of evil. After being tricked in one of his
deals, Ace became heavily indebted to a pair of fellow dealers known as the Flying Corson Brothers, and only
had a short time to pay them before being subjected to a horrific and painful death. In a bid of desperation, he
returned to Castle Rock, finding Gaunt and swiftly becoming his faithful employee. He was a large man with a
brutal, fiery temper who constantly abused his wife, Myrtle. Mentally unstable, he was paranoid and believed
in "Them", the shadowy cabal of authority figures that he believed persecuted him at every turn and intended
to drive him insane. Supporting Characters Brian Rusk: She was only released and allowed to start over in
Castle Rock because of the efforts of Patricia Chalmers, and as such she is grateful to her and serves as her
housekeeper. She was one of the most violent and aggressive of the townspeople, already having a long list of
crimes under her name and a notorious reputation. After Wilma is killed, many people go to her funeral-not to
grieve for her- but to console her husband, Pete Jerzyck. After she buys her own bit of Elvis memorabilia, that
rivalry turns ugly and the friendship is destroyed. Another of the townspeople who had not purchased anything
from Gaunt. Clutterbuck, called Clut, and LaPointe were both deputies while Sheila was their secretary. The
three had nothing to do with Gaunt and did not purchase anything from him, but were nonetheless caught in
the chaos. She had a brief relationship with John LaPoint before becoming engaged to fellow teacher Lester
Pratt. After years of constant torment, she had been trained into a submissive state, always expecting his
abuse. During the first years of his marriage to Wilma, Pete was a regular middle-aged husband, doing little
housework and working extra time at work. However, after some years of living with her, Wilma trains him
into a submissive state, where he does pretty much everything his wife says, without any type of objection. He
had revealed this secret to only one person, his friend George T. The film was directed by Fraser C.
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Needful Things is a horror novel by American author Stephen calendrierdelascience.com is the first novel King wrote
after his rehabilitation from drug and alcohol addiction. The story is about a shopkeeper who runs his business by
exchanging goods for money and mysterious deeds performed by the customer.

Plot[ edit ] A mysterious proprietor named Leland Gaunt Max von Sydow , claiming to be from Akron, Ohio ,
arrives in the small town of Castle Rock , Maine in a sinister-looking black car and opens a new antique store
called "Needful Things". Gaunt demands payment both in cash and in small "favors", usually pranks played by
his customers on their neighbors. One of whom is a corrupt boat salesman and gambler named Danforth
Keeton J. He also learns of the rivalry between the Catholic priest, Father Meehan W. Davis when he sells
each of them objects from his shop. On returning home, Wilma assumes the devastation was caused by her
long-time enemy Nettie Cobb Amanda Plummer. Brian Rusk meets Gaunt at the Lighthouse where he informs
Brian he has not fully repaid his debt and expects payment in full right away. This sparks a violent fight
between Nettie and Wilma, which gets them both killed. Gaunt tells Polly for it to work she must never take it
off. Keeton is found by Gaunt cowering in his shop with a gun. He tells Gaunt that he is thinking of killing
Norris Ridgewick to stop him telling everyone about his misdemeanors. Gaunt talks him out of it and takes the
gun off him. Brian is shocked that his actions might in some way have caused this tragedy and tries to talk to
Sheriff Pangborn about what Gaunt had him do, but is too scared to do so. At this point it becomes apparent
that Gaunt is enjoying what is happening to the townsfolk and is not human, but a demon. Brian explains that
Gaunt is a monster, before trying to shoot himself in the head. The gun goes off but Pangborn manages to save
him and Brian is hospitalized. Meanwhile, Pangborn begins to suspect that Gaunt may not be what he seems.
Hugh Priest sees what has happened to his truck when he is thrown out of the bar for being too drunk. Sheriff
Pangborn returns from meeting with Brian and is now very suspicious of Gaunt. He tries to warn Polly and
asks her to get rid of the necklace, but she is unwilling to remove it. After Pangborn has gone she tries prying
the necklace open to see what is inside and gets an electric shock which throws the necklace across the room.
Polly is immediately crippled by her arthritis and cannot reach to pick up the necklace. Polly is so grateful, she
pays him immediately and is clearly mesmerized by Gaunt who then seduces her. After which he states that
Pangborn is corrupt and has been embezzling money from the town with Keeton for years. She phones
Pangborn from the yacht, accuses him of the crime, and in disgust calls off the engagement. Keeton becomes
afraid that everyone including his wife Myrtle Keeton Gillian Barber is out to get him, and Gaunt convinces
him that he is his only ally. Gaunt also has Keeton attack deputy Norris Ridgewick at the police station.
Pangborn manages to subdue Keeton by handcuffing Keeton to his car. Shortly after this, Keeton manages to
escape Ridgewick by kicking him in the groin. He then drives home where he accuses his wife of having an
affair with Norris and kills her with a hammer. The phone rings and it is Gaunt. He tells Keeton to come to see
him, as he has something for him that will make him feel better. Hugh Priest goes into the bar with a shotgun
and straight up to the owner, who also pulls out a shotgun from behind the bar and they shoot each other.
Mistaken suspicion, paranoia and anger spread with it. Gaunt starts selling his customers guns, encouraging
them to kill whoever wronged them, playing on their greed and fear. The church explodes, but Pangborn and
Meehan manage to escape with their lives. Father Meehan believes that Reverend Willy Rose is behind the
attack on the Church and leaves to fight him. A riot sparks throughout the town, with Gaunt watching from the
sidelines. Sheriff Pangborn tries desperately to restore order. He pulls a gun on Father Meehan who is trying to
behead Reverend Rose and Gaunt encourages him to shoot them. Everyone stops fighting and admits their
pranks, but Keeton, despondant after everything, walks up to Pangborn and Ridgewick, pointing a gun at them
with a bomb strapped to himself, threatening to blow everyone up. He is talked down by Pangborn and turns
him against Gaunt. Infuriated by this, Keeton tackles Gaunt through the store window, setting off the bomb
and destroying Needful Things. Gaunt walks up to Pangborn and Polly, telling them they make a cute couple,
and he will encounter their grandson in â€”then departs, presumably to continue his vicious evil work
elsewhere, leaving in the same black car in which he arrived.
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Chapter 3 : Watch Needful Things () Full Movie Online Free - FMovies
Based on a novel by horror-meister Stephen King, Needful Things is set in a tiny New England town and refers to the
name of a new second hand shop that is owned by a peculiar old man who, instead.

Needful Things was a shop that sold cursed items to unsuspecting customers. The merchandise was sold by
informing the buyer of its "positive" effects, never mentioning the ironic curse attached to the object. Needful
never asked for money in return for the items, saying that customers "never pay here The shop was successful
until Rick , annoyed that Mr. Needful attempted to curse him and secretly jealous of Mr. Rick opened Curse
Purge Plus! Because Needful Things did not charge for its items, the inventory was soon cleared out and the
curses removed, driving the shop to bankruptcy. After extensive work and modernizing by Mr. Needful and
Summer, Needful Things became n33dful. Merchandise Some items that the shop sold included: Aftershave
that would grant the user female attention, in return for impotence. Rick cured the negative aspect easily with
a serum. A golden microscope that reveals secrets beyond comprehension by making the user mentally
retarded. Rick removed the retarded aspect, then using it to create a curse identifying device. A pair of running
shoes that make the wearer the fastest in the world, but wearing them results in running nonstop until death.
Rick removed the negative aspect of the shoes. A lifelike doll that threatens the owner. Modified by Rick to do
taxes. A typewriter that writes best-selling murder mysteries, but eventually makes the murders happen in real
life. A fox Boa that kills and skins the user. Beauty cream that makes the wearer beautiful in exchange for
their eyesight. Boxing gloves that will make the user a boxing champion in , trapping them in the same match
for eternity. Trivia Needful Things is a reference to the Stephen King book by the same name , about a shop
owned by the devil. Including a tablet, mobile video game, and a hoverboard. The monkey paw is based off a
short story by W. Jacobs in which the owner of the paw is granted three wishes. These wishes would come
true in horrible, usually fatal ways.
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Chapter 4 : Needful Things () - IMDb
Plot. A mysterious proprietor named Leland Gaunt (Max von Sydow), claiming to be from Akron, Ohio, arrives in the
small town of Castle Rock, Maine in a sinister-looking black car and opens a new antique store called "Needful Things".

Plot[ edit ] A new shop named "Needful Things" opens in the town of Castle Rock, Maine, sparking the
curiosity of its citizens. The proprietor, Leland Gaunt, is a charming elderly gentleman who always seems to
have an item in stock that is perfectly suited to any customer who comes through his door. Gaunt knows about
the long-standing private grudges, arguments, and feuds between the various townspeople, and the pranks are
his means of forcing them to escalate until the whole town is eventually caught up in madness and violence.
Sheriff Alan Pangborn becomes wary of Gaunt as soon as the shop opens. Many other rivalries begin to fester,
spurred by the personal motives of the people involved drugs, secret pedophilia, bad business dealings,
religious disagreements, etc. Gaunt eventually hires petty criminal John "Ace" Merrill as his assistant,
providing him with high-quality cocaine and hinting at buried treasure that could relieve the debt he owes to a
pair of drug dealers. For centuries, he has tricked unsuspecting people into buying worthless junk that appears
to be whatever they treasure most. They become so paranoid about keeping their items safe that they eagerly
buy up the weapons that he inevitably offers and trade away their souls. Ace begins to suspect the supernatural
background of his new employer, but Gaunt keeps him in line through intimidation and promises of revenge
against Alan and the town. Soon, several cases of violence happen simultaneously: With the violence in Castle
Rock rapidly escalating, Ace and Keeton plant dynamite all over town, using the caps Ace brought back. Alan
sets out to kill Ace, wrongly believing him to be responsible for a car accident that killed his wife and son, and
Polly realizes the evil of the charm she bought and destroys it. Ridgewick attempts suicide, having helped
drive Priest to kill Beaumont with a prank, but decides against it and goes to the police station to help. As the
dynamite bombs explode, Keeton is wounded by Ridgewick and is put out of his misery by Ace. Taking Polly
hostage, Ace demands that Alan hand over a hoard of cash he allegedly stole from one of the sites Ace dug up.
Ridgewick kills Ace, leaving Alan to face off against Gaunt. Using sleight of hand and magic novelties that
suddenly come to life, Alan forces Gaunt back and grabs his valise , which contains the souls of his customers.
Gaunt, severely injured, flees the scene, his car turning into a horse-drawn wagon, and the survivors are left to
ponder an uncertain future. The novel ends as it begins, with a second-person narrative indicating that a new
and mysterious shop called "Answered Prayers" is about to open in a small Iowa town â€” an implication that
Gaunt is ready to begin his business cycle all over again. Characters[ edit ] Brian Rusk: An year-old boy who
becomes the first customer of Needful Things, buying a rare Sandy Koufax baseball card. Brian is overcome
with guilt, sinking into depression and beginning to contemplate suicide. Presumably a demon or Satan
himself in human form, who has spent centuries traveling about the world and tricking people into selling their
souls to him, usually in exchange for useless objects disguised as the things they want most. Polly is turned
against Alan by one of the pranks, making her believe that he investigated the death of her child. Polly thinks
it over and realizes Alan is innocent, throws away her charm, and convinces him not to kill Ace. Norris buys a
basin fishing rod from Gaunt in exchange for a prank on Hugh Priest, leading to the deaths of both Priest and
Henry Beaumont. Ridgewick is assaulted by Keeton, and disappears. Gaunt hires Ace into his service, and
manipulates him into deciding to kill Alan. Ace is ultimately shot dead by Ridgewick when he goes after
Polly, his death not being noticed by Alan or Gaunt. He is also a gambling addict who has embezzled funds
from the town. Keeton is ultimately fatally injured by Ridgewick, and euthanized by Ace. The town bully and
first victim of one of Mr. Wilma is a cruel woman, often starting fights and begins tormenting Nettie after the
prank. Wilma and Nettie both attack and kill each other. Nettie is mentally unstable, having killed her abusive
husband. Nettie is implied to develop a crush on Gaunt, and is ultimately killed when she attacks Wilma for
killing her dog a deed committed by Hugh Priest. Lonely wife of Buster Keeton. Myrtle buys a porcelain doll
from Mr. Myrtle is ultimately beaten to death by a deranged Keeton with a hammer. Local drunk who
purchases a foxtail from Gaunt. Priest is killed in a firefight with Henry Beaumont. Owner of the local bar.
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Chapter 5 : Full Movie: Needful Things () |, Crime
Needful Things is the 30th book published by Stephen King; it was his 25th novel, and the 20th novel written under his
own name. The book was published by Viking in October of

Chapter 6 : Needful Things (Audiobook) by Stephen King | calendrierdelascience.com
Leland Gaunt comes to Sheriff Alan Pangborn's pleasant little New England town, and opens a store. What this kindly
Satan sells is whatever you need, from a surcease from pain to an object which you have always coveted.

Chapter 7 : Needful Things | Rick and Morty Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Needful Things has , ratings and 3, reviews. Jeff said: As Jeff turned to go into Needful Things, he bumped into a
woman wearing a dazed determi.

Chapter 8 : Needful Things (DVD, ) | eBay
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

Chapter 9 : â€ŽNeedful Things on iTunes
Welcome to Needful Things located in historic Charles Town, West Virginia! Visit each page for individual specials, store
hours, locations and phone numbers. We have two facebook pages that I would like to invite you to like and share with
your friends.
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